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further elaboration see our
pamphlet; Proletarian rnter
nationalism or Revisionism,
an analysis of Oct. 27th.)
The PRRWO holds that the
main danger in the communist
movement today is right oppor
tunism. However, as Stalin
points out:
''rt should not be forgotten
that Rights and 'ultra-lefts'
are actually twins, that
consequently both take an
opportunist stand, the dif
ference between them being
that whereas the Rights do
not always conceal their
oppo,:,tunism, tl\.e Lefts· invariably camouflage their
opportunism with 'revolution
ary' phrases.'' CStalin,
"The Fight Agatnst Right and
Left Deviations,'' Vol� 8,
Collected Works.)
With this in mind, we also
raised criticism of the Commu�
nist League and the so-called
"Party" they have. established
(the Communist Labor Party)-
a party which has been pulled
together based on theory•,
theory, theory--in abstract
with no relationship to the
mass struggles and composed of
out-and-out opportunists)
K:E.Y' LI:NK: TO PARTY' BUI:LDrNG
We also spoke of what we
feel is the key link to party
building. We explained that
the weaknesses of the communist
movement, having their theoret
ical basis in the worshipping
of the. spontaneous movements
and breaking the dialectic
between objecttve and subject�
ive. factors, have. a material
basis in the isolation o( the
communist movement from the
proletariat. rf we are not
based in the working class, we
cannot speak of building a
Bolshevik party of the working
class, the advanced, organized
detachJlle.nt of the. class.
The key link to party build
ing is the. building of factory
nuclei. The. factory nuclei is
that basic unit which creates,
in the real world, that insep
arable. link be.tw-e.en the party
and the proletariat. rt is
the nut of any commun_ist organ
ization. The factory nuclei is
an illegal apparatus of the
party, composed of communists
in a particular workplace.
Conducting all phases of poli
tical and organizational wor�
there, it is the factory nuclei
which gives leadership to the
struggles there. As an organ
izattonal unit of communists,
it is the link between the
communist movement and the
workers' movement in the work
plnce.

of lts tasks (not the only task)
is to work within rank and file
workers' committees or to form
such committees where this is
necessary. It is primarily
through ihis unit that we re
cruit workers into the party.
Historically, this work has
been very weak in the advanced
capitalist countries. The
:omintern· (Communist Interna
tional) criticized the "CP"USA
and other parties very heavily
for not developing the factory
nuclei style of work--which in
reality m1akonod their ties
with the working class. As
Stalin says, the party has to
be tied to the class with all
the fibers in its being. We
hold that in order to build a
genuine party that will truly
represent the working class
and opporessed masses, we must
have a firm grasp of the im
portance of sinking our roots
deep into the class and the
importance of the facto�y
nuclei in accomplishing this
goal.
After our presentation, the
RU tried to debate the point
of building the factory nuclei.
What they were talking about
was having cadres at a work
place. But this is not the
essence of the question--the
revisionists and trotskyites
have cadres in workplaces, but
they don't fulfill Marxist
Leninist responsibilities.
Nuclei style of work is not
just placing cadr'es in industry,
As Marx�st-Leninists, we
must first look at the. line
that i� being put across and
on what basis is one organizing,
rf you are not interjecting
scientific socialism into that
workplace, uniting and develop
ing the advanced, building
study groups and other organ
izational forms, and dealing
not only with the economic
struggles, but also putting
out a clear political analysis
and line regarding our final
goal--you are not doing the
factory nuclei style of work.
CONCLUSION
We are sure that there are
many other differences and
questione that other organiza
tions and individuals have re
garding the presentations made
at the forum and the questions
and answers that followed. We
are open to exchange our opinions
and struggle to further draw
lines of demarcation and unite
with the honest and genuine
Marxist-Leninists. At the same
time, we commit ourselves, and
urge all genuine communists,
to deepen our base within the
working class; so that, in this
w�y, our debates and struggles
will be one of both theoretical
and P.ractical experiences-
coming from the application of
Mar xism-Leninism to work, in
the real world, among the work
ing class.

The factory nuclei , while
closed to the bourgeoisie, must
always make itself known to the
masses, bringing scientific
socialism to the masses, con
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The policy of individual
terrorism is based on the
erroneous theory that active
11

heroes," outstanding indivi

duals make history; while the
working class and the masses
as a whole are incapable of
conscious, organized activity
and must be 11 excited 11 into ac
tion, Lacking faith in the
masses as the only real makers
of history, terrorists reject
the immediate task of training
lli masses in revolutionary
activity by preventing the work
ing class from understanding
its leading role in the revol
ution. They there.by, hold
back the development of the
revolutionary initiative and
activity of the working class
and its allies.
Terrorism holds that isola
ted attacks can terrify, dis
rupt and disorganize the bour
geois state apparatus. But
as
. a strategy of struggle ' it
is unable to win victory because. it does not rely on the
true bastion of iron--the mass
es, the real iron bastion which
is absolutely impossible for
any force on earth to smash.
The terrorists quote Mao Tse
Tun.g and say "Political power
grows out of the barrel of a
gun, " b ut they leave out some
other lessons that are drawn
in Mao's works, ''Problems of
War and Strategy",
''Experience in the class
struggle in. the era of im
perialism teaches us that
it is only by the power of
the gun that the working
class an.d the laboring�
� can defeat the armed
bourgeoisie and landlords•
in this sense we may say •
that only with guns can the
whole world be transformed."
(�roblems of War and Strategy)
Commun.ists work to put fear
into the hearts of the bour
geoisie; to weaken and finally
destroy their evil dictatorship
of th : bourgeoisie--permanently;
to seize state power and estab·
lish the dictatorship of the
proletariat. But for this , we
d on ' t need terrorism. Proletarian revolution is a war of
the working class and its allies;
�t_can only be waged by mobil
iz1ng the revolutionary masses
and relying on them.
"A well-disciplined party
armed with the theory of
Marxism-Le·ninism, using the
method of self-criticism,
and linked with the masses
of the people; an army un
der the leadership of such
a party; a united front of
all revolutionary classes
and all revolutionary groups
under the leadership of such
a Party--these are the three
main weapons with which we
have defeated the enemy.''
('' On the People's Democratic
Dictatorship")

BUtLD THE PARTY, UNITED FRONT,
AND A�MED STRUGGLE:
LONG LIVE THE DICTATORSHIP Of
tltl:'.'i>'Tlot:tti\"Rti\"'I'!···�
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